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The acoustic propagator is the self-adjoint operator H=&{ } c(x)2 {, defined in
L2(Q), where QR2 is a band of finite width, given by Q=[(x, z), x # R,
0z1]. The wave velocity c depends only on the horizontal coordinate x, and
is a measurable bounded function, converging to c\>0 as x  \.
It is proved that the resolvent operator R(z)=(H&z)&1, Im z{0, can be
extended continuously to the closed upper (or lower) half-plane, in a suitable
weighted-L2 topology (‘‘Limiting Absorption Principle’’). In particular, this con-
tinuity holds at the threshold *=0. It follows as a corollary that H has no point
spectrum.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let QR2 be a strip given by
Q=[(x, z), x # R, 0z1]
where 1>0 is constant.
In this paper we study the spectral properties of the ‘‘acoustic
propagator’’ associated with ‘‘vertical stratification’’ of Q, that is to say,
when the wave velocity depends only on the horizontal (x) coordinate.
This propagator is given in terms of a self-adjoint operator H in L2(Q), of
the form,
H=&{ } c(x)2 {, {=\ x ,

z+ , (1.1)
supplemented by the boundary conditions,
u
z } z=0=u | z=1=0. (1.2)
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We refer the reader to [8] for a discussion of the physical meaning of H
and the boundary conditions (1.2). We note that our treatment does not
rely on the particular choice (1.2).
The spectral theory of the acoustic propagator in the full (stratified)
plane or half-plane has been studied extensively [4, 10, 11, 15, 17, 20, and
references therein]. However, the only studies dealing with the ‘‘finite
width’’ case at hand, of which we are aware, are those of E. Croc and
Y. Dermenjian [79] and Werner [18, 19].
In this work we derive a ‘‘limiting absorption principle’’ (LAP) for H, in
any neighborhood of its spectrum. Roughly speaking, this means that the
resolvent operator can be extended continuously to the spectrum in suitable
(weighted-L2) topologies. Such results have been derived for wide classes of
elliptic (and more general) operators [1, 3, and references therein]. Typi-
cally, however, these estimates are not valid in neighborhoods containing
the lower endpoint of the continuous spectrum. The purpose of this paper
is precisely the derivation of the LAP in such neighborhoods.
Throughout the paper we assume that c(x) is a uniformly bounded
(measurable), positive real function such that, for some positive constants
0<c+c& and $>1,
lim
x  \
(1+x2)$ | c(x)&c\|=0, (1.3)
and
c+c(x), x # R, and c(x)&c+ is not zero a.e. (1.4)
Under these assumptions it can be shown [14, Ch. 6] that H has a self-
adjoint realization in L2(Q), with domain,
D(H)=[u # L2(Q), u # H1(Q), c(x)2 {u # H1(Q),
u satisfies (1.2) in the trace sense]. (1.5)
(H1(Q) is the Sobolev space of L2(Q) functions having first order
derivatives in L2(Q)).
For any s # R, we introduce the weighted space L2, s(Q) as the closure of
C0 (Q) with respect to the norm
&u&2L2, s(Q) :=|
1
0
|
R
(1+x2)s | u(x, z)| 2 dx dz. (1.6)
Also, if s0, we define M&s(Q) as the completion of D(H) with respect to
the norm,
&u&2M&s(Q)=&u&
2
L2, &s(Q)+&{u&
2
L2, &s(Q)+&{c(x)
2 {u&2L2, &s(Q) . (1.7)
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Let R(!)=(H&!)&1, Im !{0, be the resolvent of H. Using the nota-
tion B(X, Y) for the space of linear bounded operators between the normed
spaces X, Y, our main theorem is the following.
Theorem A. Let s>1. For any * # R the limits
R\(*)= lim
\Im !>0
!  *
R(!) (1.8)
exist in the operator-norm topology of B(L2, s(Q), M&s(Q)).
Remark 1.1. If * is not a ‘‘threshold’’, one can take any s> 12 in the
statement of the theorem (see Section 3, Remark 3.4).
The proof of Theorem A will be given in Section 3, following the proof
of Theorem B, to be stated below. Theorem B is our main technical tool
in this work. It is concerned with the LAP of second-order ordinary dif-
ferential operators, in the neighborhood of any point of their spectra.
Let T be a (formally) symmetric second-order ordinary differential
operator in R, defined by
T=&
d
dx
p(x)
d
dx
+q(x), x # R, (1.9)
where p(x), q(x) are bounded (measurable), positive functions satisfying
the following hypotheses.
There exist positive constants p\ , q\, pm , and a constant $>1, such
that
lim
x  \
(1+x2)$ [ | p(x)& p\ |+|q(x)&q\ |]=0, (1.10)
p(x)pm>0, x # R, (1.11)
0<q+q& and q(x)&q+0 and not zero a.e. for x # R. (1.12)
Under these assumptions T has a self-adjoint realization in L2(R) [14,
Ch. 6], which we still denote by T, whose domain is
D(T )=[u # H1(R), p(x) u$(x) # H1(R)]. (1.13)
In analogy with (1.6), (1.7), we denote by L2, s(R), s # R, the comple-
tion of C 0 (R) with respect to the norm
&u&2s =|
R
(1+x2)s |u(x)| 2 dx, (1.14)
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and by X&s , s0, the completion of D(T ) with respect to the norm,
&u&2X&s=&u&
2
&s+&u$&
2
&s+&( pu$)$&
2
&s . (1.15)
Let S(!)=(T&!)&1, Im !{0 be the resolvent of T. In analogy with
Theorem A, the LAP for T is the following.
Theorem B. Let s>1. For any * # R the limits
S\(*)= lim
\Im !>0
!  *
S(!) (1.16)
exist in the operator-norm topology of B(L2, s(R), X&s).
The proof of Theorem B will also be given in Section 3. For the proof
we shall use a perturbation-theoretic argument, based on some uniform
estimates for the resolvent of &(d 2dx2), derived in Section 2. Note that,
as indicated in Remark 1.1, one can take any s> 12 if *{q\.
Remark that Theorems A, B imply in particular the following.
Corollary. For both operators H (1.1) and T (1.9), there are no eigen-
values imbedded in the continuous spectrum.
In the Appendix we prove precise uniform estimates for Green’s kernel
associated with S(!), in the case where p(x)= p\ , q(x)=q\ for
\x>xc , with some xc>0. These estimates yield another proof of
Theorem B, as well as the Ho lder continuity of the limiting values S \(*),
under these stronger conditions.
In the special case of a finitely-valued c(x) (i.e., when c(x) takes a finite
number of values) Theorem A was proved by Croc and Dermenjian [78],
using a detailed eigenfunction expansion. It seems that their method cannot
be extended to the general class of profiles c(x) considered here. Instead,
our approach is based on simple Fourier transform techniques.
Resolvent estimates which are valid near the lower end of the spectrum,
as derived here, are referred to as ‘‘low energy estimates’’. We refer the
reader to [2, 5, 13, 16] for analogous estimates in dimension 3. Remark
that in this case, unlike the case of dimensions 1 or 2, the resolvent of
the Laplacian itself can be extended continuously (in a suitable operator
topology) from the upper (or lower) half plane to the whole real line.
Finally, we note that for profiles c(x) satisfying (1.3)(1.4) there exist no
resonances (in time) for time-periodic driving forces. This is in contrast
to the resonances which appear in the case c(x)=const., as studied by
P. Werner in [19].
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2. A LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR &(d 2dx2)
The operator &(d 2dx2), defined initially on smooth compactly sup-
ported functions on R, can be uniquely extended as a self-adjoint operator
in L2(R), which we denote by To . Its domain is H2(R), the Sobolev space
of L2(R) functions with first and second derivatives in L2. We introduce the
weighted-L2 spaces Hj, s(R), s # R, as follows.
Hj, s(R)For a nonnegative integer j is the completion of C 0 (R) with
respect to the norm,
&u&2( j, s)= :
j
k=0 "\
d
dx+
k
u"
2
s
. (2.1)
For j<0 one defines Hj, s as the dual of H& j, &s , via the L2(R) inner
product, ( f, g)=R f (x) g (x) dx. Thus, u # Hj, s if and only if there exist
functions fk # L2, s(R), 0k| j |, such that, in the sense of distributions,
u(x)= :
| j |
k=0 \
d
dx+
k
fk(x), (2.2)
and,
&u&( j, s)=sup {} :
| j |
k=0
(&1)k \ fk , \ ddx+
k
v+ } , &v&(& j, &s)1= . (2.3)
Let S0(!)=(T0&!)&1, Im !{0, be the resolvent of T0 . Our aim in this
section is to derive uniform estimates and continuity properties of S0(!) for
! # C in the neighborhood of the spectrum _(T0)=[0, ). Such properties,
generally labeled as the ‘‘Limiting Absorption Principle’’ (LAP) for T0 , are
stated in terms of suitable L2, s topologies. They are well known [1, 3] for
values of ! in neighborhoods avoiding the ‘‘threshold’’ !=0. We shall
therefore concentrate here on the properties of S0(!) for ! near 0.
The main tool in the study of the spectral properties of T0 is provided
by the Fourier transform, defined by
f ( y)=(2?)&12 |
R
f (x) e&ixy dx. (2.4)
Recall that if f # L2, s(R), s> 12, then f ( y) is bounded and uniformly
Ho lder continuous, so that, for any 0<#<s& 12,
sup
y # R
| f ( y)|Cs & f &s , sup
y1{y2
y1, y2 # R
| f ( y2)& f ( y1)|
| y2& y1| #
Cs, # & f &s . (2.5)
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In particular, the functional f  f (0) is continuous on L2, s(R), s> 12, and
we denote its kernel by,
L2, s0 (R)={f # L2, s(R), |R f (x) dx=0=, (s> 12).
Also (still with s> 12), if h # L
2, s(R) and f =(ddx) h # H&1, s , the Fourier
transform f ( y)=iyh ( y) is a continuous function vanishing at y=0.
A distribution f # H&1, s if and only if f = f0+(ddx) f1 , f0 # L2, s(R) and
f1 # L2, s(R).
For such f, S0(!) f is defined in terms of its Fourier transform,
S0(!)@ f ( y)=
f 0( y)+iyf 1( y)
y2&!
, Im !{0. (2.6)
It follows that S0(!) f # H1, s (y2y2&!. is a bounded multiplier on H0, s.).
Proposition 2.1. Let s>1 and f, g # L2, s0 (R). Define F(!; f, g)=
(S0(!) f, g), ! # C+. Then F can be extended continuously (as a function of
!) to the closed half-plane C + .
More specifically, there exists a constant C1>0, depending only on s, such
that
|F(!; f, g)|C1 & f &s &g&s , ! # C+ , (2.7)
and, for every 0<#<s&1, #1, there exists a constant C2>0, depending
only on s, #, such that
|F(!2 ; f, g)&F(!1 ; f, g)|C2 |!2&!1| # & f &s &g&s , !1 , !2 # C+. (2.8)
Proof. In terms of the Fourier transform we obtain
F(!; f, g)=|
R
1
y2&!
f ( y) g^( y) dy, ! # C+ ,
and by a change of variable,
F(!; f, g)=|

0
1
*&!
A(*; f, g) d*, (2.9)
where A(*; f, g)=(12 - *)[ f (- *) g^(- *)+ f (&- *) g^(&- *)]. The
condition f, g # L2, s0 (R) yields f (0)= g^(0)=0. It follows that A(*; f, g),
when extended as 0 for *0, is uniformly bounded, uniformly Ho lder con-
tinuous in R, with bounds determined by the right-hand side in (2.8). As
*  + it decays like *&12 & f &s &g&s , along with its Ho lder bound. The
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assertions of the proposition now follow from these observations and (2.9),
in view of Privaloff ’s theorem concerning conjugate functions of Ho lder
continuous functions (see [2]). K
The last result can be extended to f # H&1, s having the form f =(ddx)h
for some h # L2, s(R). Note that for such f the Fourier transform of S0(!) f
is given by (2.6), so that S0(!) f # H1, s(R)L2, s(R).
Proposition 2.2. Let s>1, g # L2, s(R) and f =(ddx)h, h # L2, s(R).
Let F(!; f, g) be defined as in Proposition 2.1. Then F(!, f, g) can be
extended continuously (as a function of !) to the closed half-plane C + .
Furthermore, for every [:, ;]R there exists a constant C1>0,
depending only on s, :, ; such that
|F(!; f, g)|C1 & f &(&1, s) &g&s , ! # C+ , :Re !;, (2.10)
and, for every 0<#< 12 (s&
1
2), #1, there exists a constant C2>0,
depending only on s, #, :, ;, such that
|F(!2 ; f, g)&F(!1 ; f, g)|
C2|!2&!1 | # & f &(&1, s) &g&s , !1, 2 # C+ , :Re !1, 2;. (2.11)
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we can write,
F(!; f, g)=i |

0
- *
*&!
A(*; h, g) d*, (2.12)
where now A(*; h, g)=(12 - *)[h (- *) g^(- *)&h (&- *) g^(&- *)].
As before, - *A(*; h, g) is uniformly bounded, uniformly Ho lder con-
tinuous on R (when extended as zero to *0).
In view of (2.5) we have, for 0<#< 12(s&
1
2),
|- *A(*; h, g)|C*# &h&s &g&sC*#& f &(&1, s) &g&s .)
In addition, if :Re !;, *>|;|+1, then - * |*&!|C and
|F(!; f, g)|C |

0
|A(*; h, g)| d*C &h &0 &g^&0C & f & (&1, s) &g&s ,
with a similar estimate for F(!2; f, g)&F(!1 ; f, g). These considerations suf-
fice to conclude the proof in the same fashion as that of Proposition 2.1. K
The result of Proposition 2.2 can be restated as saying that if
f =(ddx) h, h # L2, s(R), s>1, then the function !  S0 (!) f # L2, &s(R) is
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bounded for ! in bounded subsets of C+ . Similarly, we can extend the
result of Proposition 2.1 in a similar fashion, for f in a subspace of L2, s0 (R).
Proposition 2.3. Let s>1, f # L2, s(R). Assume further that f (x) is odd,
namely, f (x)=&f (&x), x # R. Then for every [:, ;]R there exists a
constant C>0, depending only on s, :, ;, such that
&(S0(!) f &&sC & f &s , ! # C+ , :Re !;. (2.13)
Proof. Clearly f # L2, s0 (R). Take g # L
2, s(R) and let . # C0 (R) be an
even function such that .^(0)=1. Then g& g^(0). # L2, s0 (R) and in view of
Proposition 2.1,
|(S0(!) f, g& g^(0).)|C & f &s &g&s , (2.14)
where C depends on s, . and we have used the estimate | g^(0)|C&g&s.
Clearly u=S0(!)f is odd, while . was assumed even, hence (u, .)=0 and
(2.14) yields,
&u&&s= sup
&g&s1
|(u, g)|C & f &s . K (2.15)
Corollary 2.4. Let s>1, [:, ;](R). Let f # H&1, s(R) and
u=S0(!) f, :Re !;. Assume that u (and hence f ) is supported in
R+=(0, ). Then there exists a constant C>0, depending only on s, :, ;,
such that
&u&(1, &s)C & f &(&1, s) . (2.16)
Proof. For v(x) supported in R+ define its ‘‘odd extension’’ by
v~ (x)=\v(\x) for \x>0. Then u~ =S0(!) f where f satisfies the (com-
bined) hypothesis of Propositions 2.2, 2.3.
It follows from the estimates (2.7) and (2.13) that,
&u~ &&sC & f &(&1, s) .
However, T0 u~ =!u~ + f so that also
&T0 u~ &(&1, &s)C & f &(&1, s) .
The estimate (2.16) is obtained by combining the last two estimates (and
restricting to x>0), since & &(1, &s) is equivalent to the graph-norm of T0
in H&1, &s . K
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A, B
In this section we prove Theorems A, B, stated in the Introduction. As
in Section 2, we take the case ! # C+ .
We begin with two lemmas describing the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions of (T&!)u= f (! # C +) or (T&*)u=0 (* # (R)), where T is the
operator (1.9), satisfying (1.10)(1.12).
We assume, as in the preceding section, that Im - +0 for + # C +.
Lemma 3.1. Let * # R. The equation (T&*)u=0 possesses solutions
.\(x) having the following asymptotic properties.
.\(x)=exp \\i *&q\p\ x+ } (1+o(1)) as x  \,
(3.1)
.$\(x)=\i *&q\p\ } .\(x)+o(1) as x  \.
In the case *=q+ the equation has also a solution +(x) such that
+(x)=x } (1+o(1)), $+(x)=1+o(1), as x  +, (3.2)
and if *=q& then there exists a solution &(x) such that
&(x)=x } (1+o(1)), $&(x)=1+o(1), as x  &. (3.3)
Remark 3.2. Note that if *{q+ (resp. *{q&) then .+(x), . +(x)
(resp. .&(x), . &(x)) form a basis for the solutions of (T&*)u=0. If
*=q+ (resp. *=q&) then a basis is provided by .+, + (resp. .& , &).
This follows directly from the stated asymptotic properties.
Proof. The equation (T&*)u=0 can be written as
\uv+
$
=\ 0*&q(x)
p(x)&1
0 +\
u
v+ (3.4)
(where v=p(x)u$).
If *{q\ the existence of .\ satisfying (3.1) follows by well-known
asymptotic techniques [6].
For *=q+ we write the system (3.4) in the equivalent form,
u(x)=1&|

x
1
p(t)
v(t) dt,
(3.5)
v(x)=|

x
(q(t)&q+) u(t) dt.
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Take 1<s<$, where $ is as in (1.10). It is easy to see that (3.5) is
solvable in the space B consisting of pairs of continuous functions on
[x0 , ) (x0 sufficiently large) normed by &(u, v)&B=supx0x< |u(x)|+
supx0x< [(1+x
2)s2 |v(x)|]. Thus, .+ is obtained as the solution of
(3.5).
An analogous treatment applies in the case *=q& (obtaining .&).
Finally, the solution + is obtained as follows. The system (3.4) is
rewritten as,
v(x)=p++|

x {(q(t)&q+) |
t
x0
v(s)
p(s)
ds= dt, (3.6)
which is solvable in the space of uniformly bounded continuous functions
on [x0 , ) (x0 sufficiently large), equipped with the sup-norm. Then u(x)
is obtained by u(x)=xx0 (v(t)p(t)) dt. The solution &(x) is obtained in a
similar fashion. K
Lemma 3.3. Let u be a solution of (T&!)u= f, ! # KC+ , where K is
bounded. Assume that u, pu$ # H1(R) and f # L2, s(R), 12<s<$. Let
0<_<s& 12. Then there exists a constant C>0, depending only on s, _, K,
such that, for all t1,
sup
\xt
| p(x) u$(x)i - p\(!&q\) u(x)|Ct&_[& f &s+&u&(1, &s)]. (3.7)
Proof. We take the case xt1 and rewrite (T&!)u= f as,
&
d
dx
[ p(x)u$&i - p+(!&q+) u(x)]
&i !&q+p+ [ p(x)u$&i - p+(!&q+) u(x)]
= f (x)+(q+&q(x))u(x)&i !&q+p+ } ( p(x)& p+)u$(x). (3.8)
In view of (1.10),
|

t
x_ |q(x)&q+| } |u(x)| dxC &u&&s ,
|

t
x_ | p(x)& p+| } |u$(x)| dxC&u$&&s .
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Multiplying (3.8) by p(x)u$&i - p+(!&q+)u and denoting the right-
hand side of (3.8) by g(x), we get, by taking real parts,
&
1
2
d
dx
| p(x)u$&i - p+(!&q+) u(x)| 2
Re[ g(x) } ( p(x) u$(x)&i - p+(!&q+) u(x))].
It follows that
sup
xt
| p(x)u$(x)&i - p+(!&q+) u(x)|
2t&_ } sup
yt
| p( y) u$( y)&i - p+(!&q+) u( y)| } |

t
x_ | g(x)| dx.
By the CauchySchwartz inequality and the above integral estimates we
have
|

t
x_ | g(x)| dxC[& f &s+&u& (1, &s)],
which concludes the proof of the lemma. K
We now proceed to prove the two theorems stated in the Introduction,
starting with Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Take xc>0 and let /\ # C(R) be cutoff func-
tions such that 0/\(x)1 and
/\(x)=1 for \x>2xc ,
/\(x)=0 for \x<xc .
Let ! # C+ , :Re !; and let u # D(T ) satisfy (T&!)u= f, where
f # L2, s(R), 1<s<$. The functions v\=/\u satisfy, in the sense of
distributions,
&
d
dx
p\
d
dx
v\&(!&q\) v\
=
d
dx
( p(x)& p\)
d
dx
v\
&(q(x)&q\) v\&/$\ p(x)
du
dx
&
d
dx
(/$\ p(x)u)+/\ f # g\. (3.9)
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By Corollary 2.4 there exists a constant C>0, depending only on s, :,
;, p\ , q\ , such that,
&v\&(1, &s)C &g\& (&1, s) . (3.10)
From condition (1.10) it follows that by taking xc sufficiently large,
C {" ddx ( p(x)& p\)
d
dx
v\"(&1, s)+&(q(x)&q\)v\&s=
(3.11)
=C {" ( p(x)& p\) ddx v\"s+&(q(x)&q\)v\&s=
1
2
&v\& (1, &s) .
Also, standard estimates yield
"/$\ p dudx&
d
dx
(/$\ pu)"(&1, s)C1[&/u&0+&/f &0], (3.12)
where / # C 0 (R) and /=1 on (&4xc , 4xc), say. Inserting (3.11)(3.12) in
(3.10) we obtain
&v\&(1, &s)C[&/u&0+& f &s]. (3.13)
Also, (1&/+&/&)u satisfies an estimate of the same type as (3.12), so
that (3.13) yields
&u&(1, &s)C[&/u&0+& f &s]. (3.14)
We claim that in fact
&/u&0C & f &s . (3.15)
Indeed, suppose (3.15) is false and let
[ fn]n=1L
2, s(R), [!n]n=1C+ , :Re !n;,
be sequences such that (T&!n)un= fn and,
& fn&s
1
n
, &/un&0=1, n=1, 2, 3, ... (3.16)
Since inf[Im !n]=0 we may assume that !n  * # [:, ;]. Observe that in
(3.14) s can be replaced by any 1<s$<s (with C depending on s$). Thus
[un]n=1 is bounded in H1, &s$(R) and from Tun=!nun+ f we infer that
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[ pu$n]n=1 is also bounded in H1, &s$(R). By Rellich’s compactness theorem
we can extract a subsequence [unj]

j=1[un]

n=1 , such that,
unj  u, pu$nj  pu$ in L
2, &s(R), (3.17)
where the convergence is pointwise uniform in compact intervals in R.
The limit function u satisfies u # H1, &s(R), pu$ # H1, &s(R), and the
relation
(T&*)u=0 (3.18)
holds in the sense of distributions.
Now from (3.7) we have, for all |t|1,
| p(t)u$nj(t)i- p\(!nj&q\) unj(t)|C |t|
&_, (3.19)
where C>0 is independent of t, j. Using the convergence properties (3.17)
we conclude that,
| p(t)u$(t)- p\(*&q\) u(t)|C |t| &_, \t1. (3.20)
Suppose first that *{q\. Invoking Lemma 3.1 we see that there exist con-
stants #\ such that u=#+.+=#&.&. Using the asymptotic formulas
(3.1) we can compute the Wronskian W(u, u )= p(x)[u(x)u $(x)&
u$(x)u (x)] which is independent of x [6]. Thus,
W(u, u )={&2i - *&q+ } |#+|
2,
0
*q+,
*<q+ ,
and,
W(u, u )={2i- *&q& } |#&|
2,
0,
*q& ,
*<q&.
Now if *<q+=min(q&, q+) then (by (3.1)) u # L2(R) is an eigenfunction
of T, which is impossible (unless u=0) since (Tv, v)q+&v&20 for all
v # D(T ). If *>q+ equating the two expressions for W(u, u ) we get #\=0,
hence u=0.
If *=q+ (resp. *=q&) the estimate (3.20), combined with (3.1)(3.3),
yields again u=#+.+ (resp. u=#&.&), for suitable constants #\. Assume
first that *=q&>q+. We obtain as before
W(u, u )=0=&2i - q&&q+ } |#+|2,
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which implies #+=0 hence u=0. If *=q+q& , we integrate the identity
(T&*)u } u =0 over an interval (a, b) to obtain
|
b
a
[ p(x) |u$(x)| 2+(q(x)&q+) |u(x)| 2] dx
=p(b)u$(b)u (b)& p(a)u$(a)u (a).
Since u=#+.+ we have, by (3.1), u$(b)u (b)  0 as b  . Similarly, since
u=#&.& (both if q&=q+ or q&>q+), we obtain u$(a)u (a)  0 as
a  &.
We deduce that u(x)=c for some constant c, and in fact c=0 since
q(x)&q+0 and is not identically zero. We have shown that in all cases
u=0, contradicting &/u&0=1. This contradiction proves (3.15), so that
from (3.14) we get
&u&(1, &s)C& f &s , ! # C+ , :Re !;, (3.21)
with C depending only on s, :, ;, p\ , q\ , and from Tu=!u+ f we also
have
&pu$&(1, &s)C& f &s . (3.22)
The estimates (3.21)(3.22) are equivalent to the fact that the resolvent
S(!)=(T&!)&1 is uniformly bounded in the operator norm of B(L2, s(R),
X&s), s>1, (X&s is defined by (1.15)), for ! # C+ , :Re !;. To prove
the continuity of the map !  S(!), as stated in the theorems, we note first
that it suffices to prove the continuity of the map !  S(!) # B(L2, s(R),
H1, &s(R)). The stronger continuity then follows directly from the relation
TS(!)=!S(!)+I.
Let [ fn]n=1L
2, s(R) be a sequence converging weakly to f # L2, s(R),
and let [!n]n=1C+, :Re !n;, be a sequence converging to
* # [:, ;] (if !n  ! # C+ , then certainly S(!n)  S(!) in L2(R) and there is
nothing to prove). By (3.21)(3.22) the sequence [S(!n) fn]n=1 is bounded
in X&s$ (1<s$<s), hence precompact in H1, &s (by Rellich’s compactness
theorem). Let u be a limit-point of the sequence. Then, in exactly the same
way as in the discussion following (3.17) above, we infer that u satisfies
(T&*)u= f and the estimate (3.20) holds. If v is another limit-point of the
sequence, then the difference satisfies (T&*)(u&v)=0, as well as (3.20),
hence u&v=0 (see the argument following (3.20).
We conclude that the sequence [S(!n) fn]n=1 converges (strongly) in
H1, &s(R) to a limit u. Repeating the argument of the preceeding para-
graph we see that u depends only on f, * (and not on the approximating
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sequences). Denote u=S+(*) f, S+(*) # B(L2, s(R), H1, &s(R)). The con-
vergence S(!n)  S +(*) (in the norm topology) now follows by a well-
known argument (see [1, Sec. 4]). K
Proof of Theorem A. Let 8 j be the one-dimensional subspace of
L2(0, 1) spanned by the normalized eigenfunction .j (z) satisfying, for
j=1, 2, ...,
&
d 2
dz2
.j (z)=*j.j (z),
d.j
dz } z=0=.j | z=1=0,
where 0<*1<*2< } } } <*n  .
Since the basis [.j (z)]j=1 spans L
2(0, 1), one obtains the obvious
unitary equivalence,
L2(Q)$ :

j=1
[L2(R)8j], (3.23)
where ‘‘’’ stands for direct summation and ‘‘’’ denotes a tensor-product.
It follows readily that the associated decomposition of H is given by,
H$ :

j=1
Hj , Hj=&
d
dx
c(x)2
d
dx
+*j c(x)2, (3.24)
where Hj is of the form discussed in Theorem B, and its spectrum _(Hj) is
[*j c2+, ) and is totally absolutely continuous. Accordingly, the resolvent
R(!)=(H&!)&1, Im !{0, is represented by
R(!)$ :

j=1
Rj (!), Rj (!)=(Hj&!) &1. (3.25)
Let * # R be given. Take an integer j0 such that *j0 c
2
+ >*+1 and let P
be (in terms of the equivalence (3.23)) the orthogonal projection on
 j0j=1 (L2(R)8j).
Clearly, R(!) } (I&P) can be extended continuously (in fact, analytically)
in a neighborhood of !=*, and in particular (I&P)R(!) is continuous in
B(L2(Q), M0(Q)) (M0(Q) is the graph-norm space of H). It remains to
deal with PR(!). But then PR(!)$ j0j=1 Rj (!) and each of the (finitely
many) components Hj is of the form of T in Theorem B. This concludes the
proof of the theorem. K
Remark 3.4. Observe that if * is not equal to any one of the
‘‘thresholds’’ [*j c2\]

j=1, then the result follows (with any s>
1
2) from [4],
by using the same argument as above. Alternatively, we note that the
results of Section 2, hence also Theorem B, are valid with any s> 12, when
* is bounded away from the lower end of the spectrum.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we give a different proof of Theorem B, when stronger
assumptions are imposed on the coefficients of T. In fact, under these
stronger assumptions we will show that the limiting values S\(*) are
Ho lder continuous in the operator-norm topology. The proof here will be
based on precise estimates of the associated Green’s function near the
spectrum.
Instead of hypothesis (1.10) we now assume that,
p(x)= p\ , q(x)=q\ for \x>xc , (A.1)
where xc>0 is some fixed constant. Also, even though it is not necessary
in the proof, we assume instead of (1.12), for simplicity,
q&>q+>0 and q(x)q+ , x # R. (A.2)
We shall prove:
Theorem. Under assumptions (A.1)(A.2) and (1.11) the limits (1.16)
exist in the operator-norm topology of B(L2, s(R), X&s) (s>1). Furthermore,
the limiting values S\(*) are Ho lder continuous in R, in the same operator
topology.
Remark. As was observed in Remark 1.1, one may take s> 12 in inter-
vals (of *) not containing q\.
Also note that it suffices to replace X&s by L2, &s(R) in the statement of
the theorem, since TS(!)=!S(!)+I.
Proof. As indicated above, the proof here will build on estimates of
Green’s kernel G(x, y; !), ! # C+=[Im !>0] (the case of C& is treated
similarly), where, for every f # L2(R),
S(!) f (x)=|
R
G(x, y; !) f ( y) dy, ! # C+.
For [:, ;]R, we set
0[:, ;]=[! # C+ , :Re !;].
It is known [4] that G(x, y; !) is uniformly bounded in R_R_0[:, ;] if
q\  [:, ;]. Therefore, we shall assume, without loss of generality, that
q+ # [:, ;] and q&  [:, ;] (using (A.2)). The case q& # [:, ;] is handled
in a similar fashion.
Our aim is to derive uniform (in !) estimates for G(x, y; !), (x, y, !) #
R_R_0[:, ;] .
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For ! # 0[:, ;] set
’\ #’\(!)= p&12\ (!&q\)12, Im ’\>0. (A.3)
Let .\(x, !) be the solutions of (T&!)u=0 which are equal, respectively,
to exp(\i’\x) for \x>xc . Clearly .+, .& are linearly independent (or
else ! would be a nonreal eigenvalue of T ). Green’s function can be written
as (see [6]),
G(x, y; !)=
.+(s, !) .&(t, !)
W(.+, .&)
,
s=max(x, y)
t=min(x, y)
(A.4)
where W(.+, .&)= p(x)(.$+.&&.+.$&)=W(!) is independent of x and
non-vanishing analytic in ! # 0[:, ;] .
It is clear that the solutions .\(x, !) can be extended continuously to !
in [:, ;], along with their derivatives. Assume !>q+ . Then .+(x, !) and
.+(x, !) are linearly independent, so that we may represent, for
! # (q+ , ;),
.&(x, !)=%(!).+(x, !)+}(!)
.+(x, !)&.+(x, !)
2i’+(!)
. (A.5)
Clearly %(!), }(!) are continuous in (q+, ;]. Observe that as !  q+ the
solutions .+(x, !),
.+(x, !)&.+(x, !)
2i’+(!)
approach the solutions of (T&q+)u=0 which are equal, respectively, to 1,
x for x>xc .
The asymptotic behavior as x  & yields W(.& , . &)=0 and
W(.+, . +)=2ip+’+(!), hence .& , .+ are linearly independent for
! # (q+ , ;]. We claim that also .+(x, q+) and .&(x, q+) are linearly
independent. Indeed, otherwise one obtains a solution w(x) of
_& ddx p(x)
d
dx
+q(x)& w(x)=q+w(x), (A.6)
which decays exponentially as x  & and is constant for x>xc . Multi-
plying by w (which may be taken real) and integrating over (&, b) for
large b, we get,
|
b
&
p(x) |w$(x)| 2+|
b
&
(q(x)&q+) |w(x)| 2 dx=0, (A.7)
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which is possible only if w(x)#0, since q(x)q+. If ! # [:, q+), the
solutions .&(x, !), .+(x, !) are exponentially decaying as x  ,
respectively. Since ! is not an eigenvalue of T (since Tq+), we conclude
finally that W(.& , .+) is a continuous nonvanishing function in 0 [:, ;] .
Also, in view of (A.5), we have for ! # (q+ , ;],
W(.& , .+)=}(!) } (2i’+(!)) &1W(. +, .+)=&p+}(!), )
so that }(!) can be extended continuously to [q+ , ;]. From (A.5) we infer
that the same is true for %(!). Hence, for q+!; and x>xc ,
|.&(x, !)|C } (1+x), (A.8)
where C is independent of x, !.
To deal with the estimates for x<&xc (with :!;) we note that,
.+(x, !)=%1(!) .&(x, !)+}1(!) &(x, !), (A.9)
where (T&!) &(x, !)=0 and &(x, !)=exp(i’&x) for x<&xc . Since
the coefficients %1(!), }1(!) are continuous for ! # [:, ;], it follows
|.+(x, !) .&( y, !)|C, yx&xc , (A.10)
where C is independent of x, y, !.
If :!<q+ we replace (A.5) by
.&(x, !)=%2(!).+(x, !)+}2(!)
.+(x, !)&+(x, !)
2i’+(!)
,
where (T&!) +(x, !)=0 and +(x, !)=exp(&i’+(!)x)=exp( |’+(!)|x)
for x>xc . As above we see that %2(!), }2(!) can be extended continuously
to (:, q+], so that, for ! # (:, q+),
|.&(x, !)|Cx exp(|’+(!)|x) for x>xc ,
and,
|.+(x, !).&( y, !)|Cy, xcyx, (A.11)
since |.+(x, !)|=exp(&|’+(!)| x) for x>xc .
Combining the estimates (A.8)(A.10) with the expression (A.4) we
obtain, for (x, y, !) # R_R_[:, ;],
|G(x, y; !)|C } [1+min((x&xc)+ , ( y&xc)+)], (A.12)
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with d+=max(d, 0). From the discussion above it is also clear that
G(x, y; !) is uniformly bounded for ! # 0[:, ;] & [Im !>0]. The maxi-
mum principle now implies that (A.12) is satisfied for all ! # 0[:, ;].
If 32>s>1 and f, g # L
2, s(R), it follows from (A.12) that, for ! # 0[:, ;] ,
|(S(!) f, g)|
= } |R |R G(x, y; !) f (x) g( y) dx dy }
C |
R { | f (x)| \|R [1+min(( y&xc)+, (x&xc)+)]2
_(1+ y2) &s dy+
12
&g&s= dx
C |
R
(1+x2)(3&2s)4 | f (x)| dx } &g&s
C \|R (1+x2)(3&4s)2 dx+
12
& f &s &g&s . (A.13)
It follows that &S(!)&B(L2, s(R), L2, &s(R)) is uniformly bounded for
! # 0[:, ;] , if s>1.
The continuity of G(x, y; !) in 0[:, ;] implies that if, say, f, g # C 0 (R),
then (S(!) f, g) can be extended continuously to 0(:, ;). Let [E(+)] be the
spectral family associated with T(E(+) is the projection on (&, +)). The
above argument shows (see [3]) that [E(+)] is weakly differentiable in
B(L2, s(R), L2, &s(R)) in the sense that there exists an operator valued func-
tion +  A(+) # B(L2, s(R), L2, &s(R)) such that, for every + # R and
f, g # L2, s(R),
(A(+) f, g)=
d
d+
(E(+) f, g). (A.14)
Remark that (A(+) f, g) is the (L2, &s, L2, s) pairing. Here and below we
take s>1 if +=q\ , s> 12 otherwise.
Given a finite interval [:, ;]R, it follows from the definition of
.\(x, !), that they, along with their derivatives (with respect to x) are
Ho lder continuous in ! for ! # 0(:, ;). Furthermore, if Im !=0 we obtain,
from (A.4) and the growth properties of .\ (as x  \) that there exist
constants C, l, #>0, depending only on (:, ;), such that for !1 , !2 # [:, ;],
(x, y) # R_R,
|G(x, y; !1)&G(x, y; !2)|C(1+|x|+| y| )l } |!2&!1 | #. (A.15)
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(In fact, it is easy to see that #=1 if q\  [:, ;], #= 12 otherwise). We
conclude that for some suitable s0 (depending on l in (A.15)),
&A(+2)&A(+1)&B(L2, s0(R), L2, &s0(R))C |+1&+2 |
#, +1 , +2 # [:, ;]. (A.16)
By interpolation it follows that the operator-valued function A(+) #
B(L2, s(R), L2, &s(R)) is Ho lder continuous in the operator-norm topology,
for + # R, with any s>1 (s>12 in intervals not containing q\). In view
of the general theory of [3] the proof is complete. K
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